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S'pore NODX surprised on the upside, 
expanding 3.0% yoy in February, but 
good times may not last? 
Highlights 

NODX unexpectedly rebounded 3.0% yoy (-4.8% mom sa in its first 
contraction after three months of expansion) in February, contrary to our 
forecast of -7.0% yoy (-8.8% mom sa), but it may be too early to conclude 
that the worst is over. The February NODX surprise was partly due to the 
low base last year (CNY holidays in Feb19), but more importantly we think 
there is downside risk going forward with the accelerating Covid-19 
outbreak globally and growing lockdowns and travel bans that suggest 
global supply chains and global demand may take a step back 
again.  Notably, recent moves by trading partners to lockdown cities and 
ban overseas travel may further impact the ability of workers to commute, 
hurt business productivity, and contribute to concerns about more supply 
chain disruptions again even though China is gradually ramping up its 
factory production. 

One interesting trend globally is that manufacturing firms (for instance in 
the UK under the introduction of an Urgent Operational Requirement) are 
being asked to produce medical equipment (eg. ventilators) and other 
Personal Protection Equipment (masks, gloves etc). For instance, LVMH also 
announced it was producing hand sanitizers for distribution. Some Chinese 
manufacturers have also switched to producing masks to meet growing 
demand to fight Covid-19.  It is still unclear at this juncture how this will 
impact the resumption of the global manufacturing value-chains, but may 
provide a silver lining to what is turning into a global demand slump. 

Electronics NODX also recovered 2.5% yoy (forecast: -17.0% yoy) versus a 
13.0% drop in January. This marked its first expansion after an unbroken 
streak of 14 months of consecutive declines. The key contributors were disk 
media products, capacitors and parts of ICs.  Non-electronics NODX also 
expanded by 3.2% yoy in February, following a 0.1% decline in January. 
The lift came from specialised machinery, pharmaceuticals and non-electric 
engines & motors.  The recent oil price slump, following the OPEC+ and 
Russia breakdown on production quotas, which sent Brent dipping below 
$30 per barrel, may also weigh going ahead. Oil domestic exports had 
slumped by 28.6% yoy in February, following a 21.3% decline in January.  

Eight of the top 10 NODX markets saw growth in February, led by the EU-
28, US and Japan, led by the pharmaceuticals exports amid the growing 
global Covid-19 outbreak. Only two of the top 10 NODX markets saw 
exports shrink in February, namely China (-35.8% yoy) and Hong Kong (-
29.2% yoy), but it may be too soon to say that the worst is over. 
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NODX growth is likely to contract by up to 2-4% yoy in 2020 amid a very 
fluid global and domestic Covid-19 situation.  The accelerating Covid-19 
outbreak globally has caused increasing market angst. With the growing 
lockdowns at the city and country levels worldwide, we may see some 
market trepidation on the potential impact on our exports and imports. 
Malaysia is among our top trading partners (4th largest NODX market in 
2019), but that’s probably where Singapore’s Food Agency’s role of having a 
diversified food sourcing strategy will definitely be useful in ensuring the 
ability to switch quickly to alternative sources when the need 
arises.  Current stockpiles range from more than 2-3 months for 
carbohydrates and proteins.  We’re currently forecasting a 0.9% yoy 
contraction for 1Q20 GDP growth, but the risk is that it drags into 2Q20 as 
well. 
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other person without our prior written consent. This publication should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase 
or sale of the securities/instruments mentioned herein. Any forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market and economic trends of the 
markets provided is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of the securities/instruments. Whilst the information contained 
herein has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in 
this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee and we make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its contents. The securities/instruments mentioned in this 
publication may not be suitable for investment by all investors. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without 
notice. We have not given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or 
particular needs of the recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is 
accepted for any loss arising whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or 
opinion or estimate. This publication may cover a wide range of topics and is not intended to be a comprehensive study or to provide any 
recommendation or advice on personal investing or financial planning. Accordingly, they should not be relied on or treated as a substitute for 
specific advice concerning individual situations. Please seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of any investment product 
taking into account your specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs before you make a commitment to purchase the 
investment product. OCBC Bank, its related companies, their respective directors and/or employees (collectively “Related Persons”) may or 
might have in the future interests in the investment products or the issuers mentioned herein. Such interests include effecting transactions in 
such investment products, and providing broking, investment banking and other financial services to such issuers. OCBC Bank and its Related 
Persons may also be related to, and receive fees from, providers of such investment products. 

This report is intended for your sole use and information. By accepting this report, you agree that you shall not share, communicate, distribute, 
deliver a copy of or otherwise disclose in any way all or any part of this report or any information contained herein (such report, part thereof and 
information, “Relevant Materials”) to any person or entity (including, without limitation, any overseas office, affiliate, parent entity, subsidiary 
entity or related entity) (any such person or entity, a “Relevant Entity”) in breach of any law, rule, regulation, guidance or similar. In particular, 
you agree not to share, communicate, distribute, deliver or otherwise disclose any Relevant Materials to any Relevant Entity that is subject to the 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (2014/65/EU) (“MiFID”) and the EU’s Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (600/2014) 
(“MiFIR”) (together referred to as “MiFID II”), or any part thereof, as implemented in any jurisdiction. No member of the OCBC Group shall be 
liable or responsible for the compliance by you or any Relevant Entity with any law, rule, regulation, guidance or similar (including, without 
limitation, MiFID II, as implemented in any jurisdiction). 
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